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INTRODUCTION13

Q: Please state your name and business address.14

A: My name is Rick Gilliam. My business address is 590 Redstone Drive, Suite 100, 15

Broomfield, CO  80020.16

Q: By whom are you employed and in what capacity?17

A: I am the Program Director, DG Regulatory Policy for Vote Solar, a non-profit 18

organization working to foster economic opportunity and mitigate climate change by 19

bringing solar energy into the mainstream. Since 2002, Vote Solar has engaged in state, 20

local and federal advocacy campaigns to remove regulatory barriers and implement key 21

policies needed to bring solar to scale. Vote Solar is not a trade organization, nor does it 22

have corporate members. Vote Solar has approximately 140 members in Utah, many of 23

whom are customers of Rocky Mountain Power (RMP).24

Q: On whose behalf are you testifying?25

A: I am testifying on behalf of Vote Solar.26

Q: Please provide your professional experience and qualifications.27

A: I have been with Vote Solar since January of 2012 overseeing policy initiative28

development and implementation particularly as it relates to distributed solar generation29

or “DSG.”  Prior to joining Vote Solar, my regulatory and policy experience included 30

five years in the Government Affairs group at Sun Edison, one of the world’s largest 31

solar developers at the time, as a manager, director and eventually vice president; twelve 32

years with Western Resource Advocates as Senior Policy Advisor; and twelve years in 33
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the Public Service Company of Colorado (PSCo or the Company) rate division as 34

Director of Revenue Requirements. Prior to that, I spent six years with the Federal 35

Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) as a technical witness (engineer). All told, I 36

have nearly 40 years experience in utility regulatory matters.37

I have a Masters Degree in Environmental Policy and Management from the University 38

of Denver in Denver, Colorado, and a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical 39

Engineering from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York. My curriculum 40

vitae is appended to this testimony as Vote Solar Exhibit 1.1.41

Q: Have you testified previously before this Commission?  42

A: Yes, I have (in Docket Nos. 01-035-10 and 99-035-10). More recently, I testified in 43

RMP’s most recent rate case Docket No. 13-035-184 on the solar surcharge proposed by 44

RMP, the case which ultimately led to the filing of the compliance filing at issue in this 45

proceeding. I have also testified in proceedings before the Arizona Corporation 46

Commission, the Public Utilities Commission of Colorado, the Idaho Public Utilities 47

Commission, the Nevada Public Utilities Commission, the New Mexico Public 48

Regulation Commission, the Wisconsin Public Service Commission, the Wyoming 49

Public Service Commission, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.50

51

PURPOSE AND SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY52

Q: What is the purpose of your testimony?53

A: The purpose of my testimony is to address the requests by RMP to segregate residential 54

customers with rooftop solar resources into a new customer class, and to impose a new 55
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rate structure and design that amounts to a large new fixed charge for rooftop solar 56

customers. In addition, I will introduce the other Vote Solar witnesses and the topics 57

addressed in their testimony.58

Q: Please summarize your testimony.59

A: In my testimony, I provide some background information and relevant resources for the 60

Commission to consider in evaluating the proposals by RMP. I then challenge RMP’s 61

proposals and requests in this proceeding beginning with the mischaracterization of the 62

attributes of residential rooftop solar customers that results in its recommendation to 63

segregate this subset of residential customers into a separate rate class. My testimony, 64

along with the analyses performed by Dr. DeRamus, demonstrates that rooftop solar 65

customers load characteristics are not significantly different from those of the general 66

body of residential customers and provide no basis for separation of this group. 67

Moreover, segregating customers into subclasses of service based upon the type and 68

extent of customer-side-of-the-meter energy technologies is unprecedented, could lead to 69

other subdivisions of the residential class (e.g. type of air conditioning equipment used),70

would be detrimental to other DER technologies, and potentially harm low-income 71

customers.72

I then show that the RMP proposed rate design is inappropriate, discriminatory, and 73

tantamount to a straight fixed-variable rate structure. It is my view that RMP has not 74

provided evidence that the current low levels of penetration of rooftop solar in RMP’s 75

residential customer groups, particularly taking into account the results of the cost and 76
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benefit analysis performed by Mr. DeRamus, justify a major change in rate design and 77

structure under Utah Code § 54-15-105.1 at this time. 78

Specifically, I discuss the concerns and problems with the use of a demand charge, 79

notably its lack of connection with cost causation, and its inability to provide an 80

actionable price signal to customers. I recommend rejection of RMP’s proposed demand 81

charge structure. In addition, RMP’s proposal to shift distribution cost recovery to the 82

monthly customer charge runs afoul of cost recovery principles (the customer charge 83

recovers the cost of connecting to the grid, but not the grid itself) and results in a 150% 84

increase. This increase is not justified and should be rejected under any circumstance.85

In recognition of the concerns of the utility and other stakeholders about the recent 86

growth rates of residential solar customers however, I recommend that if any changes are 87

made to the Net Energy Metering (NEM) program in Utah, the Commission should adopt 88

a principle of gradualism to ensure that an abrupt shift in rates does not cause adverse 89

effects on NEM customers, Utah ratepayers generally, and to the public policies of the 90

state of Utah. Vote Solar proposes a series of structural changes that reflects the principle 91

of gradualism by phasing in the evolution of the NEM program. I propose three phases,92

or groups of NEM customers, based upon the timing of the solar customer’s 93

interconnection application. The three groups would be current NEM customers, 94

transitional solar customers, and future solar customers. I recommend that the first group 95

be subject to a continuation of the current rate structure, including the netting of excess 96

energy under existing net metering policy and crediting customer’s exports at the 97

residential retail energy rate and allowing for carry-forward of net excess energy to future 98
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months, for a reasonable period of time to ensure that customers who committed 99

substantial investments based on existing policies are not subject to economic hardship. 100

The transitional solar customers are those residential customers that submit an application 101

for interconnection after the current customer group is closed.1  These customers would 102

be subject to a “net billing” arrangement in which netting of self generation with 103

consumption is limited to the monthly billing period, and any net excess generation at the 104

end of the month is compensated at a rate tied to the total aggregate retail rate or “TARR” 105

(total residential revenue divided by total residential kWh sales for most recent calendar 106

year) that declines over time based on the penetration levels of residential solar 107

experienced by RMP in its Utah service territory. Under Vote Solar’s proposal, this108

percentage of TARR would decline as certain milestones of distributed solar penetration 109

are achieved to address the uncertainty regarding the underlying cause of recent growth 110

rates, i.e. whether normal or a “gold rush” based upon anticipated policy changes in this 111

proceeding and the phase out of the state tax credit. If penetration continues to grow to 112

the 20% (of the 2007 peak load) overall NEM cap established by the Commission, the 113

compensation for monthly net exports should decline to a minimum floor rate. I believe a 114

reasonable floor is essential to fairly compensate rooftop solar customers for the 115

minimum benefits provided by their distributed solar resources under a high penetration 116

scenario. This mechanism acts as a throttle on the economics for customers seeking to 117

deploy rooftop solar, mitigating concerns the Commission might have over rapid 118

adoption of solar and the potential future impacts of a very high level of residential 119

distributed solar on the grid.120

                                                          
1 Specific dates defining the three groups of customers are discussed in more detail below.
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Finally, I believe that a long-term rate design should be piloted during this period, refined 121

and implemented at a future date for future customers, based on information gathered 122

during that period. To provide sufficient time to evaluate alternative rate designs, I123

recommend that the Commission target 2025 for the implementation of this new rate 124

design. Based on the current state of knowledge, I recommend a time-of-use (TOU) rate 125

structure, with consideration for low-income customers, be evaluated through one or 126

more pilot programs between the close of this proceeding and 2025. In late 2023 to early 127

2024, RMP should consult with stakeholders and file a proposal for a TOU rate structure 128

including pricing and time periods and any other details necessary for its implementation 129

the following year. I recommend this be the mandatory structure for all residential 130

customers131

I believe this staged set of recommended changes properly phases in any changes to the 132

current net metering program and addresses the concerns of RMP and other stakeholders, 133

while continuing to provide an opportunity for customers to determine their own energy 134

future. At the same time, the solar industry will continue to have a market in Utah as the 135

economics for customers will change in a predictable and sustainable fashion for the 136

foreseeable future.137

Q. Do you have any other recommendations for this Commission?138

A. Yes. Stakeholders in Utah have spent the last several years addressing issues and 139

concerns related to rooftop solar generation and net metering. But distributed solar 140

generation is one of a myriad of new technologies that are changing or will change the 141

way we think about energy production, its use and fungibility. Efficiency technologies 142
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have been around for some time and continue to improve. Other distributed energy 143

resource (DER) technologies including demand response, storage, electric vehicles, and 144

combined heat and power are continually improving in cost-effectiveness, and have the 145

potential to make energy services for all customers more efficient and more affordable.146

Indeed, while some DER technologies generate energy on-site and reduce consumption 147

of grid-supplied energy, others consume energy (e.g. replacing gasoline vehicles with 148

electric), some provide ancillary services, and still others can shift the timing of 149

consumption. Combined, new technologies have the potential to flatten consumption 150

profiles of utility customers, or even to reduce consumption specifically during higher 151

cost hours.152

RMP’s proposal in this proceeding would effectively put an end to the rooftop solar 153

industry in Utah, as similar proposals have done in Nevada and in the territory of Salt 154

River Project in Arizona. I urge the Commission to keep in mind that rooftop solar is the 155

first of many technologies that utilities may believe, on the surface, is detrimental to their 156

current business model. This Commission must guard against reactionary responses to 157

new technologies as they become available (such as proposing new charges or new rate 158

structures for each new technology), and balance a viable market for rooftop solar (and 159

other DER technologies) with a financially viable utility.160

Vote Solar’s proposal in this proceeding provides this balance.161

INTRODUCTION TO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF DISTRIBUTED SOLAR 162
GENERATION AND NET METERING163

Q: What is distributed solar generation or DSG?164
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A: DSG is solar electric generation (usually photovoltaic or PV) connected to the utility grid 165

in relatively small sizes at the distribution level. Most often DSG is located on-site at a 166

customer’s premises, a.k.a. “rooftop solar,” although in some states Community Shared 167

Solar (CSS) is gaining popularity. CSS projects are larger, somewhat more centralized 168

PV systems connected to the distribution grid from which retail customers acquire 169

ownership shares or subscriptions, and pay a delivery charge in most cases to receive the 170

power. For example, RMP’s subscription solar program embodied in Tariff Sheet 73 is an 171

example of a community solar project. Customer-sited rooftop solar DSG is most often 172

deployed under a net metering arrangement, as it is on RMP’s system.173

The amount of energy generated at any one time can be (1) zero (at night), (2) less than 174

the consumption of the host customer, or (3) more than the host customer’s consumption. 175

In the third case, electricity generated by the on-site DSG leaves the premises and 176

supplies neighboring customers. It is this aspect of net metering, the export component, 177

that is unique in comparison to other behaviors or vehicles customers may use to reduce 178

consumption from the utility.179

Q: Please describe the solar generation exported off site.180

A: Exported energy reduces the loading on the local distribution grid by supplying locally 181

generated energy to a neighboring retail customer. This happens instantaneously and 182

typically such energy flows to neighboring customers who are on the same secondary 183

circuit, without passing through any transformers. The flow of this energy causes no 184

incremental cost to the utility. Nor does it impose any burden of grid management on the 185

utility. Indeed, the utility has no control over the flow, is not required to re-dispatch it in 186
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any way, and is generally unaware that it has happened. For example, if a customer is 187

generating 5kW with its system but is only using 4 kW, the other kilowatt leaves the 188

home and serves the non-solar neighbor. The utility only sees a load at that point in time 189

on the circuit (if it is metered), but does not know the mix of loads and generation190

sources, nor that the total load on the circuit has been reduced by 5kW. Moreover, the 191

extra kilowatt reduces the load on the distribution system at a time of generally higher 192

utility costs in the middle of the day – a benefit for all.193

Next door, the neighboring non-solar customer sees nothing different. She does not know 194

whether the electricity she is consuming came from the utility or her solar neighbor. 195

Either way, she pays full retail price for the electricity to the utility. Thus the utility 196

recovers full retail revenue for solar electricity that is exported to the neighbor.197

198

HISTORY OF THIS PROCEEDING AND INTRODUCTION OF WITNESSES199

Q: Please describe the history of this proceeding?200

A: The relevant history of net metering begins in 2002 with the passage of House Bill 7. The 201

Utah legislature authorized the NEM program based on its express finding that the NEM 202

program would promote Utah’s policy of favoring residential solar energy generation:  203

“The bill strikes a fair balance between the need to encourage consumer generation and 204

the electrical corporations’ need to plan for various load levels.”  Jan. 31, 2002 205

Testimony of Bill Sponsor Representative Gordon Snow Introducing Bill HB0007, “Net 206
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Metering of Electricity.”2  This finding highlights the goal of state policy to not simply 207

allow customer generation, but to encourage it. This view is consistent with the concept 208

of providing energy choices to the citizens of Utah so that each is empowered to 209

determine their own future when it comes to energy.210

In 2014, Senate Bill 208 (Utah Code Annotated § 54-15-105.1) (“SB 208”) was passed 211

and signed into law. The Commission has described the two components as Subsection 212

One and Subsection Two, as follows:213

 Subsection One:214

Determine, after appropriate notice and opportunity for public comment, whether 215
costs that the electrical corporation or other customers will incur from a net metering 216

program will exceed the benefits of the net metering program, or whether the benefits 217
of the net metering program will exceed the costs; and218

 Subsection Two:219

Determine a just and reasonable charge, credit, or ratemaking structure, including 220

new or existing tariffs, in light of the costs and benefits.221

In the Commission Order3 concluding the RMP GRC in progress at the time of passage 222

of SB208, the Commission rejected a net metering facilities charge proposed by RMP 223

based on a lack of adequate evidence, concluding that “the testimony and comments 224

(both written and verbal) provided in this proceeding fall short of providing the 225

Commission the substantial evidence necessary to make the determinations required 226

under Utah Code Ann. § 54-15-105.1(1)”4 (Order at 58-59). The Commission went on to 227

conclude the better course is for stakeholders to “gather and analyze the necessary data, 228

including the load profile data that is foundational to this analysis, and present to us their 229

results and recommendations in a future proceeding.” (Order at 67). The Commission 230

                                                          
2 http://utahlegislature.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?clip_id=9778&meta_id=437046.
3 Docket No. 13-035-184 Report and Order, Issued August 29, 2014.
4 Subsection one of SB208.
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then established this docket in which to examine the costs and benefits of PacifiCorp’s 231

net metering program (Order at 69). 232

The instant proceeding began with a technical conference on November 5, 2014, and was 233

followed by a series of technical conferences and workshops in 2015 in which 234

stakeholders met and discussed matter relevant to SB208 and the Commission’s August 235

2014 Order. Hearings were held in October 2015 and the Commission issued an Order on236

November 10, 2015 (“Nov 2015 Order”) to which RMP’s compliance submittal of 237

November 9, 2016 responds. 238

Q. Please explain your understanding of the Commission’s Nov 2015 Order.239

A. The Commission’s Nov 2015 Order established a general framework for assessing the 240

costs and benefits of net metering. The Order essentially requires PacifiCorp (RMP) to 241

submit two costs of service – one with and one without – net metering customers.242

Additionally, the Commission required the Company to utilize a test period in these 243

studies “commensurate with the test period in PacifiCorp’s next general rate case.” 244

(Order at 7, 8 and 16). The Commission has since defined “commensurate” to mean 245

“corresponding in size, extent, amount, or degree.”5 Finally, the Commission was clear 246

as to the treatment of excess energy: “In preparing the ACOS, PacifiCorp should not 247

assign a price or value to the net metering customers’ excess energy other than as 248

recognized in the net power cost analysis. We will consider issues related to how net 249

metering customers should be credited or compensated for their excess energy when we 250

take up the Statute’s rate setting implications under Subsection Two.” (Order at 9). “The 251

                                                          
5 Consolidated Order Denying Dispositive Motions, February 23, 2017, page 10.
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framework … leaves some details unspecified” and “some issues remain to be resolved.” 252

(Order at 4). 253

Q. Please describe the requests of RMP in this proceeding.254

A. On November 9, 2016, RMP submitted a compliance filing responding to the 255

Commission’s Nov 2015 Order that included its actual cost of service (ACOS: including 256

net metering) and its counterfactual cost of service (CFCOS: no net metering) studies, 257

and a separate NEM breakout cost of service based on calendar year 2015. The Company 258

requests6 the Commission:259

(1) Find that the CFCOS, the ACOS, and the net metering breakout cost of service 260

study (“NEM Breakout COS”) are compliant with and fulfill the November 2015 261
Order;262

(2) Find, based on the cost of service analyses, that the costs of the net metering 263
program under the current rate structure exceed its benefits;264

(3) Find, based on the cost of service analyses, that the unique usage characteristics 265

of net metering customers justify segregating them into a distinct class;266

(4) Determine that the current rate structure for net metering customers is unjust and 267

unreasonable because it does not reflect the costs imposed on and benefits 268
contributed to the system, and unfairly shifts costs from net metering customers to 269
other customers;270

(5) Approve, as just and reasonable, the Company’s proposed Schedule 136, Net 271
Metering Service, with modifications to net metering service and Schedule 5, 272
Residential Service for Customer Generators, which includes a three-part tariff 273
structure that reflects the costs and benefits that net metering customers impose on 274
and contribute to the system; and275

(6) Approve a waiver of Utah Admin. R. 746-312-13, pursuant to Utah Admin. R.276
746- 312-3(2) for changes to the application fee, as explained in more detail 277
[therein].278

Q. Please describe the subject matter of the witnesses Vote Solar presents in this 279

proceeding.280

                                                          
6 Compliance Filing, page 2.
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A. Dr. David DeRamus presents testimony on behalf of Vote Solar addressing the three 281

costs of service (CFCOS, the ACOS, and NEM breakout), the costs and benefits of the 282

net metering program, and the data underpinning the usage characteristics of net metering 283

customers. He also discusses the effect of the Company’s proposals on its financial risk. 284

In addition, Dr. DeRamus addresses the benefits to all customers of a more competitive 285

marketplace that allows customers to choose different energy savings and supply options, 286

and fosters innovation. Finally, he addresses concerns with the RMP proposed rate design 287

and discusses alternative options.288

PROBLEMS AND CONCERNS WITH THE RMP SUBMITTAL AND 289
PROPOSALS290

Q. Please provide an overview of the errors Vote Solar has found with the RMP 291

submission that is the subject of this proceeding.292

A. RMP’s filing raises many substantive and policy concerns for Vote Solar. Dr. DeRamus 293

and I will address the following:294

1. Data and analytical errors and inconsistencies within the cost of service studies, 295

including the failure of RMP to demonstrate that current rates do not adequately 296

recover the cost of service from residential rooftop solar customers;297

2. Overstatement of the costs and understatement of the benefits provided by net 298

metering customers;299

3. Failure of RMP to take into account the financial “de-risking” that occurs as a 300

result of the effect of its rate proposals on its revenue stream;301

4. The general failure of RMP to consider the benefits of customer choice and 302

innovative technologies that provide improved service at a lower cost;303
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5. The failure of RMP to adequately demonstrate that the subgroup of residential 304

customers with rooftop solar have characteristics materially different than those of 305

other subgroups or the residential class as a whole, resulting in a lack of306

justification for a separate rate class.307

6. The failure of RMP to demonstrate that demand charges for residential rooftop 308

solar customers are just and reasonable; and309

7. The failure of RMP to demonstrate that the fixed monthly charge it proposes for 310

NEM customers is just and reasonable.311

312

A. Rooftop solar customers should not be segregated into a separate rate class.313

Q. Please explain why you believe RMP has failed to justify the segregation of rooftop 314

solar customers into a separate rate class.315

A. RMP bases its justification of segregating this group of rooftop solar customers on three 316

basic rationales: the usage characteristics of rooftop solar customers differ from other 317

residential customers, NEM customers use the grid more than other customers because 318

they both import and export electricity, and peak solar generation does not coincide with 319

the time of the Company’s peak load thus has a modest ability to reduce peak load.7  320

Q. Please describe the bases for the usage characteristic differences identified by RMP.321

A. The difference in usage characteristics is described in detail in the Company’s testimony 322

(Steward at 325-374), and can be summarized as the following two discrete items:323

                                                          
7 Direct Testimony of Gary Hoogeveen, lines 189-195.
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o Customers with rooftop solar have a different load profile but not necessarily a 324

different peak demand requirement (lines 325-328), and their reduced usage also 325

results in lower load factors than for other residential customers (lines 341-343); 326

and327

o Net metering customers use the system differently [than low-use customers] since 328

they use the energy grid to both receive and to export energy (lines 357-361).329

The Company’s first point addressing the relationship between customer consumption 330

and maximum demand relates to cost allocation. Because fixed costs are allocated on the 331

basis of the aggregated class demand at the time of the system peak demand, reduced 332

usage without reduced demand (i.e. lower load factors) could result in the same fixed cost 333

responsibility to the group of customers, but with fewer kWh to spread those costs over, 334

resulting in a rate increase, all else equal. In other words, lower load factor customers 335

generally cost more to serve than higher load factor customers.336

Q. Are the load factors for rooftop solar customers different than the load factors for 337

residential customers in general?338

A. No, they are not. RMP provided load factor data in response to discovery from the DPU.8  339

The load factors for the general body or residential customers, as represented by the 196 340

load research customers, and those for the 52 rooftop solar customers (for which data is 341

available) is depicted in Figure 1 below and evaluated further in the testimony of Dr. 342

DeRamus.343

                                                          
8 Response to DPU4-3.
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Figure 1: Comparison of Load Factors344

345

The range of load factors for solar customers is not significantly different than the range 346

for non-solar customers. This relationship is born out by the adjusted NEM breakout cost 347

of service developed by Dr. DeRamus which demonstrates that the cost to serve rooftop 348

solar customers is not meaningfully different than the cost to serve non-solar customers.349

These two factors clearly demonstrate that the usage characteristics of solar customers, 350

particularly how such characteristics may affect utility costs and cost allocation, are not 351

very different than non-solar customers.352

Q. Please describe your evaluation of RMP’s assertion that rooftop solar customers use 353

the system differently than other residential customers.354
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A. The Company notes that solar customers “use the energy grid not only to receive energy 355

from the Company’s facilities, but also to export energy they produce to the Company’s 356

system.”9  This matter of physics, in and of itself, does not result in any additional costs 357

particularly at the current low penetration rate.358

However, the Company describes concerns10 it has during certain times of year when 359

solar generation is relatively high and customer usage may be low, e.g. the springtime as 360

follows:361

To handle the higher level of energy flow experienced in the spring months, the local 362
distribution system must be sized to accommodate the greater of the two values. 363
Consequently, the system may be sized up to 30 percent greater than normal. In a few 364

cases, the reverse power flow could approach 50 percent more as compared to the 365
customers’ peak load demand. 366

If a customer installs the level of rooftop solar required to offset all of their energy 367
usage, including conversion of their gas appliances and gasoline vehicles to electric, 368
the magnitude of exported energy demand can be much greater and the reverse flow 369

effect becomes even more dramatic.370

Q. Has the Company demonstrated that it has sized the distribution system to 371

accommodate loads 30% greater than normal?372

A. No, it has not. In fact it appears the 30% figure refers to a later discussion in the 373

Company testimony addressing the absolute value of energy flowing into and out of the 374

customer’s premises for a net-zero customer (Marx at 110-116). The Company claims it 375

must “manage” a 134% higher level of energy on behalf of the customer.11  In reality, the 376

                                                          
9 Steward at 359-361.
10 Marx at 73-81.
11 Note that the 134% (line 113) derived by Mr. Marx is the result of dividing the absolute value 
of the two way flow, 11,558 kWh, for a net zero solar customer by the typical non-solar 
customer consumption of 8,601 kWh. The former figure is not 134% higher than the latter, but 
only 34% higher.
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Company does not manage the excess energy but rather the energy flows to the nearest 377

load, likely a neighbor on the same secondary system. The Company does not provide 378

any data supporting its assertion that “reverse flows” exist at the point where they might 379

affect Company infrastructure – at the secondary transformer, nor does it establish any 380

significant number of rooftop solar customers who have sized their systems for net-zero381

consumption of grid-supplied energy.382

Q. Has the Company experienced reverse power flows approaching 50% of the 383

customer’s peak load demand?384

A. The Company has provided no data to support that assertion.385

Q. Does the typical solar customer of RMP size their PV system to offset 100% of their 386

annual load?387

A. No, it does not. Thus, RMP’s 30% “reverse flow” figure is a hypothetical example based 388

on a type of customer that is rare and not representative of a typical NEM customer.389

Q. If additional equipment is required to accommodate distributed generation, who 390

pays for it?391

A. The NEM customer whose system necessitates the equipment pays, not the utility or 392

other residential customers. Mr. Marx states additional equipment may be required to 393

accommodate increasing levels of distributed generation (lines 84-91). Mr. Marx notes 394

later that “[i]f the engineering review shows that system issues will occur, in accordance 395

with applicable Commission rules, the customer must pay for the necessary corrections 396
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before her application is approved and before we will interconnect the generation 397

system.”398

Q. How often does the excess energy that is not used immediately on-site cause reverse 399

power flows at the secondary transformer?400

A. The Company has provided no data to demonstrate the degree, if any, to which exports 401

cause reverse power flows from the secondary system.402

Q. If the exported energy doesn’t typically leave the secondary distribution system, 403

where does it go?404

A. As noted above, in most cases the excess energy from one solar home flows to serve the 405

nearest load, most likely within the secondary distribution system. RMP is paid by the 406

customer receiving the solar-generated energy at the regular retail rate which includes the 407

fixed costs of production, transmission, and distribution. Each residential secondary 408

circuit serves a small number of customers, generally fewer than 10. Thinking of the409

secondary circuit as a system comprised of loads and resources, the sum of solar 410

generation from the solar home(s) would have to exceed the total consumption of all the411

homes on that circuit in order for reverse power flows to occur beyond the transformer. 412

There are hypothetical situations that can be devised that would achieve such an outcome, 413

but hypotheticals are not grounded in the reality necessary and appropriate when we are 414

discussing in this proceeding the alleged need for major rate structure changes that could 415

decimate the solar industry. The bar for such demonstrated evidence should be high.416
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Q. Are there other reasons why rooftop solar customers should not be segregated into a 417

separate class?418

A. Yes. When the NEM breakout cost of service is corrected to exclude behind the meter 419

consumption of on-site generated solar energy as a cost as Dr. DeRamus has done, the 420

cost of service analysis shows that rooftop solar customers pay approximately the same 421

proportion of the utility’s total costs as do other non-solar residential customers. This is 422

not a surprising outcome given the correlation of the load factors between solar and non-423

solar customers. As a result, there is absolutely no cost basis for segregating rooftop solar 424

customers into a separate class with a separate and punitive rate structure.425

426

B. Rooftop solar customers should not be subject to demand charges.427

Q. Please explain RMP’s proposed rate structure for rooftop solar customers.428

A. RMP is proposing a three part rate structure based on its belief that such a structure 429

accounts for the unique load characteristics of residential rooftop solar customers, ensures430

solar customers pay their fair share of fixed costs for infrastructure and backup grid 431

reliability, and matches the costs to the customers that cause them.12432

The proposed structure reflects a much higher monthly fixed customer charge, a demand 433

charge based on the highest 60 minutes of use during on-peak hours during the month,434

and a much smaller energy charge with no differentiation for consumption. RMP’s 435

proposal compares to the current rates as follows:436

                                                          
12 Hoogeveen 201-205.
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Residential Rate 
Schedule 1

Proposed Rate 
Schedule 5

Monthly Customer Charge $6.00 $15.00
Energy Charge

May-Sept
1st 400 kWh

Next 600 kWh
All Add’l kWh

Oct-Apr
1st 400 kWh

All Add’l kWh

8.8498 ¢/kWh
11.5429 ¢/kWh
14.4508 ¢/kWh

8.8498 ¢/kWh
10.7072 ¢/kWh

3.8143 ¢/kWh

Demand Charge $9.02 per kW
437

Q. Does the Company provide adequate support for the 150% increase in the monthly 438

customer charge?439

A. No. The Company indicates that “[t]he monthly customer charge of $15.00 is designed to 440

recover costs related to customer services and certain components of the distribution 441

system, specifically service lines, meters, and line transformers.”13 It suggests that 442

rooftop solar customers “place additional burdens and reliance on these local facilities 443

since they use them for both taking service from the Company and to export their excess 444

generation output to the grid.” (Steward 477-479). RMP goes on to say “it would not be 445

appropriate to reflect local distribution costs in the energy credit received by net metering 446

customers for excess energy.” (Steward 484-486). In other words, the rationale for 447

including transformers in the customer charge is to assure that rooftop solar customers 448

continue to pay for these transformers even when their excess energy would otherwise 449

reduce their energy charge and thus their bill.450

Q. Why is this justification inadequate, in your opinion?451

                                                          
13 Steward 403-405
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A. Energy generated by rooftop solar that exceeds the host customer’s use flows to a 452

neighbor’s house rarely if ever moving upstream past the transformer. Therefore, it 453

reduces the loading on the transformer (and other upstream facilities) and extends the 454

equipment’s life. This benefit is shared by all residential customers, but is not reflected in 455

the proposed rate structure. Instead, RMP assigns a pro-rata share of these facilities 456

regardless of how much or how little the solar customer uses them.457

Moreover, under the Company’s proposed rate structure, the credit received by the NEM 458

customer would not include anything other than variable expenses. The customer would 459

receive no credit for any benefit of reduced loading on the facilities at issue. At the same 460

time, as the neighboring customer that physically consumes the solar-generated energy 461

pays the utility for its consumption, included is the full retail rate times the energy 462

received from the solar neighbor. Thus the Company receives compensation for any 463

excess energy at the retail rate, including the embedded costs of generation, transmission, 464

and distribution, but under its proposal here would only pay the solar generating customer 465

a fraction of that amount. 466

There is no need to include the cost of “certain components of the distribution system” in 467

the monthly service charge and indeed would produce a windfall for the Company. This 468

change should be rejected.469

Q. Do you agree the proposed rate structure ensures solar customers pay their fair 470

share of fixed costs for infrastructure and backup grid reliability, and matches the 471

costs to the customers that cause them?472
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A. No, I do not. As demonstrated above, the residential class is comprised of a diverse set of 473

customers, each with its own unique load characteristics from which the rooftop solar 474

customers’ profiles do not differ significantly. The Company’s rationale, if true, could be 475

said to apply to every individual residential customer.476

If the Company believes that demand charges ensure payment of a fair share of fixed 477

costs, then the same reasoning would hold true for all residential customers. Put another 478

way, a rate structure that purportedly matches costs with the customers that cause them as 479

the Company argues would, in theory, be equally effective for more accurate revenue 480

collection from the general body of residential ratepayers. RMP’s proposal of such a rate 481

only for NEM customers suggests that it recognizes the punitive nature of a demand 482

charge, and seeks to impose it solely on NEM customers to discourage DSG adoption.483

Q. Does RMP suggest that the demand charge structure be applied to any residential 484

customers other than rooftop solar customers?485

A. No, it does not.486

Q. Do you support demand charges for the general body of residential ratepayers?487

A. No, I do not. RMP proposes to measure maximum demand over a 60 minute interval488

(Steward 549) during the Company’s on-peak periods of 3:00 to 8:00 p.m. during the 489

months of May to September, and 8:00 to 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 to 8:00 p.m. during the 490

months of October through April, for non-holiday weekdays. (Steward 416 to 420). This 491

amounts to approximately 100 hours per month in the summer and 140 hours per month 492

in the winter. The Company also points out that about 63% of its costs are demand 493

related. (Steward Table 5 @ 375) Thus, nearly two-thirds of a customers bill will be tied 494
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to a single unspecified hour out of 100 each month, or 1%, in the summer time while in 495

the winter it is 1 out of 140 hours. Each customer’s bill is enormously impacted by its 496

load in whichever random 60 minute period its maximum billing demand occurs, 497

regardless of any coincidence with the peak demand of the system. Because a customer’s 498

individual peak billing demand can occur during any of the 100 or 140 hours per month499

and not necessarily during the hour when system costs are greatest or system peak 500

demand is highest, the demand charge does not reflect cost causation. 501

Q. Please explain why RMP’s proposed demand charge does not reflect cost causation.502

A. Because of their diversity in energy usage, customers’ individual non-coincident 503

maximum loads, even if limited to specific bands of hours, would only occur at the same 504

time as the peaks on the system as a whole, or at the same time as peaks on the local 505

distribution system, by chance or coincidence.506

Q. Doesn’t the limitation to on-peak hours increase the likelihood that customers will 507

respond to the demand charge, and reduce their usage during those periods, and in 508

turn utility costs?509

A. It is quite possible a customer might work hard to reduce consumption during the 510

applicable times, but it would need to be vigilant every non-holiday weekday during the 511

specified hours. It would only take a single mistake by the customer to ruin an otherwise 512

diligent effort on behalf of the customer, resulting in a large demand charge for the entire 513

month. For example, having a few friends over on a warm Friday night could result in a 514

new peak demand. 515
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Moreover, without additional in-home technologies, a customer would not know if it set a 516

new peak demand and therefore could not effectively respond to the price signal the 517

Company says a demand charge would create. And even if the customer does establish a 518

high demand early in the month, she cannot let down her guard as there is no guarantee 519

she may not set an even higher demand later in the month. Alternatively, if the customer 520

believes it set its peak demand early in the month upon which two-thirds of its bill will be 521

based, she may be complacent about trying to minimize consumption during peak hours 522

for the rest of the month. These unintended consequences can exasperate the efforts of 523

utilities to keep consumption and costs down during peak periods. 524

Q. The Company indicates that the proposed rates provide a price signal to customers 525

to encourage more efficient use. Do you agree?526

A. No. For a charge to be an effective price signal, a customer must have foreknowledge of 527

the signal, i.e. when it will occur, and the ability to respond through behavioral or528

technological means. Many residential customers have limited choice or control over 529

when they use appliances. For example, electric furnaces and water heaters can consume 530

significant levels of electricity, with common models drawing 10.5 kW and 4.5 kW, 531

respectively. Air conditioners draw from 2 kW for a one-ton capacity model to as much 532

as 9 kW for a five-ton model. In addition, common hair dryers typically draw 1 kW and 533

often more; the average microwave or toaster oven can draw 1 kW; and an electric kettle 534

can draw 1 kW.535

While families may be able to understand how this peak demand occurs, school and work 536

schedules may allow little flexibility to do anything about the timing of consumption. 537
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Further, some of these devices are designed to be automatically controlled by thermostats 538

that would be difficult to override on a short-term basis to avoid demand charges. The 539

Company says that both staggering and reducing appliance use during on-peak periods 540

responds to the price signal. (Steward 447-449). These behavioral suggestions do not 541

respond to the demand price signal, but rather to the peak time periods themselves.542

Q. Has the Company considered TOU energy rates for rooftop solar customers?543

A. Yes, it has. It rationalizes not using TOU rates because rooftop solar customers would be 544

“over-compensated for their excess energy.” (Steward 563-564). However, the point of 545

TOU rates is to more closely reflect the higher utility costs during on-peak periods and 546

send the signal that the value of reducing energy consumption is higher. Therefore, any 547

additional energy put on the secondary system for consumption by neighboring 548

customers clearly has greater value, and should be compensated at the higher rate. This 549

will be discussed in more detail in Vote Solar’s proposed forward-looking rate structure.550

Q. Does the Company make other suggestions as to how customers may be able to 551

respond to its proposed demand charge rate?552

A. Yes. The Company suggests the following opportunities for rooftop solar customers to 553

respond to its demand charge proposal:554

In the short run, customers can modify their behavior so that their peak usage 555
occurs at the same time as their generation. In the long run, customers can invest 556

in resources that better match the timing of the peak usage. For example, they 557
could install solar panels that are more westerly facing to produce more energy in 558
the afternoon and early evening, which better aligns with the Company’s peak, 559
providing more benefit by reducing overall demand. (Steward 449-454)560
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However, these suggestions don’t recognize real world realities. Does the Company 561

really believe that rooftop solar customers should stay home during the middle of the day 562

in order to do laundry, dishes, vacuum, cook, and dry their hair simply to use self-563

generated energy during peak solar generation hours?  Few customers have the flexibility 564

in their schedules to do so.  Does it really make sense to shift consumption to the middle 565

of the day when utility costs are higher for everyone, rather than the middle of the night? 566

No, because that would increase demand during an already high-load period.  DSG 567

excess energy exports would be better used to reduce overall load during this time.568

And in the long run example, is the Company suggesting that customers re-orient their 569

homes so that the roof itself faces more westerly? Or to prop up one side of each panel to 570

face somewhat more westerly (necessitating spreading out the panels to accommodate the 571

shading that will now take place)? These suggestions are nonsensical and demonstrate at 572

best a lack of understanding and at worst a contempt for its retail customers that install 573

rooftop solar systems.574

Indeed, the National Association of Regulatory Commissioners (NARUC) discusses the 575

advantages of demand charges:576

Theoretically, one of the main advantages of demand charges seems to be the 577
greater revenue certainty, especially for certain forms of non-coincident rates, 578
which improves the chances for full recovery of a utility’s authorized return. This 579
is mainly due to the costs being recovered based on individual peaks, which are 580

relatively inelastic as compared with the overall volume of usage, which can vary 581
greatly from year-to-year, largely due to weather, energy efficiencies and building 582
standards, and customer behavioral changes. In this way, these rates can reduce 583
risk for the utility.14584

                                                          
14 NARUC DER Manual, November 2016, page 102, footnotes excluded.
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Therefore, it seems the use of demand charges is good for utility revenue stability and 585

reduced risk, but not so good for the customer with relatively inelastic demand.586

Q. Has the Company proposed how it will educate its customers about the new rate 587

structure and opportunities for responding and reducing bills?588

A. No. This is an important point. RMP has set forth no plan for educating its customers that 589

would be subject to these new charges about how to respond in order to both reduce their 590

bills and utility costs beyond a vague statement that “[t]he Company will work with 591

interested parties to develop information for Schedule 5 customers to help them 592

understand the rate structure and how changes in their usage will influence their bill” 593

(Steward 598-600) and noting its belief that rooftop solar customers “are typically more 594

sophisticated energy customers.” (Steward 430-431). This contention is also without 595

evidentiary support.596

NARUC notes “[o]pponents and proponents of demand charges both agree that 597

significant customer education is key if implementing these rates and that regulators 598

should employ pilot programs or shadow billing over a multi-year rollout.” 15599

RMI16 points out that “[w]hile it’s possible that, if customers are sufficiently educated 600

about a demand charge rate, they will reduce peak demand in response, no reliable 601

studies have evaluated the potential for peak reduction as a result of demand charges.”602

Q. Aren’t demand charges in common use today?603

                                                          
15 Id. page 99.
16 A Review Of Alternative Rate Designs Industry Experience With Time-Based And Demand 
Charge Rates For Mass-Market Customers; Rocky Mountain Institute, p. 76, May 2016 
download at: www.rmi.org/alternative_rate_designs
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A. Not for residential customers. Demand charges have historically been applied to large 604

commercial and industrial customers, but very rarely and generally only voluntary for 605

residential customers. RMI (2016) identified only 25 demand charge rates offered to 606

residential customers, and none of them were large investor-owned utilities implementing 607

mandatory demand charges for residential or small commercial customers. 608

609

Many such large commercial and industrial customers are served through a single meter, 610

and often a dedicated transformer or transformer bank. For very large industrial 611

customers, there is typically a dedicated distribution circuit or even distribution 612

substation. For these larger customers, load diversity, i.e. the differences in timing of the 613

use of electrical equipment, occurs on the customer’s side of the meter, such as when 614

copiers, fans, compressors, and other equipment cycles on and off in a large office 615

building. Additionally, larger customers frequently have facility managers whose job is to 616

assure facility costs are minimized, including utility costs (energy, water, gas, etc.).617

For residential consumers, there is also load diversity – but it occurs on the utility’s side 618

of the meter as customers in different homes and apartments connected to the same 619

transformers and circuits use power at different moments in time. The point is that the 620

type of rate design that is appropriate for industrial customers, who may have a dedicated 621

substation or circuit and individuals dedicated to minimizing costs and therefore 622

managing industrial or commercial processes, is not necessarily appropriate for 623

residential customers who share distribution components down to and including the final 624

line transformer.625
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For example, because many apartments are served through a single transformer and meter 626

bank, what actually matters to system design is not the individual demands of each 627

apartment, but the combined (diversified) loads of the building or complex. Figure 2, 628

below, shows how the sum of individual apartments’ maximum hourly demands in one 629

apartment building (in the Los Angeles area) compares to the combined maximum hourly 630

demand for the complex:631

Figure 2:  Individual vs. Grouped Demand Total632

633

Source:  RAP Demand Charge Webinar, Dec. 2015634

Q. Are demand charges an appropriate rate design for residential customers of any 635

type?636

A. No. Imposition of demand charges on residential customers runs counter to the 637

ratemaking principles of simplicity, understandability, public acceptability, and 638

feasibility of application. 639

Also, demand charges are not tied to cost causation, in that there is no evidence that 640

demonstrates a one-hour demand charge, even one limited to the 100 defined peak hours, 641

has any effect on the actual system peak. As NARUC puts it: “Demand charges 642
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themselves can represent significant cost shifting, so regulators should be extra cautious 643

in their development and implementation, ensuring they understand the implications of 644

the charges for their jurisdictions and the rate’s advantages (and disadvantages) over 645

alternatives.”17  It summarizes considerations of demand charges as follows:646

Finally, as mentioned before, regulators should be cautious if implementing 647

demand charges to protect a utility’s revenue recovery for the distribution grid is 648

the goal, especially if the DER benefits to the grid are not accounted for in any 649

way. In the example of combining demand charges with an NEM rate, the 650

regulator may simply be layering one proxy, or imperfect solution, over another 651

without addressing the underlying threats and opportunities for their distribution 652

system. Implementing large or non-coincident peak demand charges for an entire 653

residential or small commercial rate class to counter perceived cost shifting from 654

a limited set of actors would most likely be a disproportional response if adoption 655

rates are low or under, say, 10 percent. (NARUC 2016, p. 108)656

Without the ability to effectively respond to the demand price signal, the demand charge 657

simply becomes another fixed charge, about which the customer can do little. This 658

explains why the Company notes that the structure will reduce the likelihood that system 659

costs will be under-recovered18 – because the rooftop solar customer would continue 660

paying costs for which it is no longer responsible.661

Q. Are there other rate designs and structures that would be more effective in 662

connecting customer load characteristics with utility cost causation?663

A. Yes. Rates that differentiate between on and off-peak periods in total, i.e. time-of-use 664

rates, provide better and more effective price signals. RMI indicates that time-varying 665

energy charges are more effective at reducing peak demands than are demand charges. 666

(RMI 2016) Additionally, the Brattle Group reported a peak load reduction of less than 667

                                                          
17 NARUC 2016, pages 98-99.
18 Steward 436-438.
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2% for residential demand charges, compared with reductions as great as 40% for critical 668

peak pricing time-varying energy rates.19  Thus, if the goal of a new rate design is to 669

provide more effective price signals, i.e. signals that are actionable by the customer while 670

being tied to cost causation, TOU rates fit the bill far better than demand charges.671

672

VOTE SOLAR PROPOSAL FOR RATE DESIGN AND COMPENSATION FOR 673
ROOFTOP SOLAR CUSTOMERS OF RMP674

Q. Please explain Vote Solar’s residential rooftop solar compensation and rate design 675

proposals.676

A. Vote Solar proposes to segment the residential rooftop solar customers of RMP based on 677

the vintage of each customer’s interconnection application (“Application”), treating each 678

group in accordance with the cost recovery concerns that have been raised by RMP about 679

the recent rapid growth of residential rooftop solar, while maintaining fair treatment of 680

current customers and a sustainable market.681

I propose to divide residential rooftop solar customers into three distinct categories based 682

on the date of application. The first group would be current customers, defined as those 683

who have submitted or will submit, an Application on or before a date that is subsequent 684

to the final order in this proceeding. Given the hearing dates in this proceeding and 685

allowing time for the Commission to issue an Order and the clock to run on requests for 686

reconsideration, I recommend a cutoff date of December 31, 2017. The second group I687

identify as transitional customers and define as those who submit an Application after 688

                                                          
19 Presentations of Ahmad Faruqui and Ryan Hledik, EUCI Residential Demand Charge Summit, 
2015.
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December 31 of this year, but on or before December 31 of 2024. The third group are689

those I refer to as future customers who submit an Application after December 31 of 690

2024.691

Q. What treatment do you propose for the first group of current customers, i.e. those 692

who submit an Application on or before December 31, 2017?693

A. In recognition of the benefits already provided to the grid by current customers, some of 694

whom have been rooftop solar customers for as long as 15 years, Vote Solar proposes 695

that these current customers continue to operate under the current net metering regime 696

per Electric Service Schedule 135. In other words, each customer would remain on its 697

existing residential rate (Schedule 1, 2, or 3), and would be able to net excess generation 698

against future consumption within the billing period. Any net excess generation 699

remaining at the end of the month would carry forward to the following month and offset 700

the customer’s consumption in that month. Once each year, at the end of March, net 701

excess generation would be zeroed out. 702

Q. How long would these customers be able to remain on Schedule 135?703

A. The period for which current customers would remain on Schedule 135 is 20 years, i.e. 704

until December 31, 2037. While this period is well below the life of the typical PV 705

system, it should be long enough to accommodate the payback period for most 706

customers. Indeed, those customers that submitted their Application several years ago 707

when prices of rooftop solar resources were higher would get the benefit of a longer 708

period of time under the Schedule 135 regime.709
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Q. How does Vote Solar’s proposal for current customers compare with the proposal of 710

RMP?711

A. Our proposal is similar to that of the Company, with the exception of the cutoff date and 712

the length of time a current customer could remain on Schedule 135. RMP addressed 713

current customers as follows:714

The Company supports keeping the current net metering customers on the 715

existing net metering program and their current rate schedule. We acknowledge 716
that current customers made investments based on the current structure and 717
respect the customers' need for reasonable certainty for recovery of their 718

investments. The Company expects this issue to be considered in a future 719
proceeding.20720

The Company also notes that transitioning current customers to a new schedule would be 721

operationally and administratively challenging given that these customers generally do 722

not have meters capable of billing under the proposed rate structure.723

Q. What treatment do you propose for the next group of customers, i.e. those who 724

submit an Application after December 31, 2017?725

A. For the transitional group of customers, those customers that submit an Application after 726

December 31, 2017 but before December 31, 2024, I propose the following:727

o Remain on their existing residential rate schedule 1, 2, or 3 applicable to all [net] 728

deliveries of energy from RMP;729

o Exports from the transitional customer be netted within the billing month against 730

consumption;731

                                                          
20 Hoogeveen, 224-228.
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o Net exports at the close of the monthly billing period compensated at a rate that 732

declines as penetration of rooftop solar within the residential class increases.733

734

Q. Why would transitional customers remain on their current rate schedule?735

A. RMP has not demonstrated that rooftop solar customers have significantly different usage 736

characteristics than do non-solar customers, nor that solar customers are not paying their 737

full cost of service for their deliveries, or at least as much as the non-solar customers are 738

paying. Additionally, RMP has not shown any incremental costs resulting from the 739

deployment of rooftop solar to date for which rooftop customers are not paying. Thus, 740

despite assertions from RMP to the contrary, there are no additional costs nor is there a741

cost shift to be addressed by segregating residential solar customers into their own rate 742

class.743

Q. Please describe your proposal for exported energy from residential rooftop solar 744

systems.745

A. In discussions with the Company and other parties, I have heard the concern that net 746

excess energy generated in one month, or a series of months, should not be carried 747

forward to another season. For example, some have expressed the view that excess 748

energy generated in the spring when loads and energy prices are generally lower (and 749

solar generation is above average), should not be credited against summer loads when 750

energy costs are higher.751

While I believe that the amount of residential rooftop solar generation is presently small, 752

and this concern is minor at this point, I recognize that solar penetration is likely to 753
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increase over time. In the interest of offering possible solutions to the concerns raised, I754

suggest that reconciling energy balances monthly instead of annually can mitigate this 755

concern. Therefore, I propose to allow netting of energy only within the billing period, 756

and any net excess energy that remains after such netting be compensated at a rate that 757

recognizes the value of the excess energy.758

Q. How do you propose to recognize the value of the monthly net excess energy?759

A. Again in the spirit of offering solutions and a means of addressing the concerns raised by 760

RMP regarding the recent rapid growth of residential rooftop solar, I propose a declining 761

compensation rate for net excess energy tied to increases in residential rooftop solar 762

penetration. This type of mechanism will act as a throttle on the growth rates and 763

potentially a limiter on individual system size. While the compensation rates should be 764

supported by and consistent with the value analysis performed by Dr. DeRamus, because 765

the benefits of distributed solar tend to be lumpy, i.e. the savings tend to come in large 766

amounts at discrete times, smoothing the declining compensation rate creates a glidepath 767

to a future sustainable market for both solar and non-solar customers of RMP.768

Q. How would you develop a glidepath?769

A. The glidepath should begin with current compensation rates, i.e. retail rates, and aim 770

towards a “soft landing” rate that represents the minimum value rooftop solar provides at 771

the maximum NEM penetration allowed. The maximum NEM penetration presently is772
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the Commission’s NEM cap of 20% of the 2007 RMP peak load.21 RMP estimates the 773

NEM cap would be reached in 2035.22774

The current compensation rate varies depending on the consumption of the customer due 775

to the effect of the tiered pricing system. In order to simplify the calculation, I propose 776

the compensation rate be based on a percentage of the total aggregated retail rate or 777

“TARR” for the residential class as a whole (excluding the revenue associated with the 778

customer charge). The glidepath is depicted for illustrative purposes in Figure 3:779

Figure 3: Residential Rooftop Solar Capacity Penetration780

781

The final step is to specify discrete steps for rate changes as a function of penetration 782

rates. Larger steps, e.g. 5%, would reduce the number of rate changes required but each 783

change would be somewhat larger, while the granularity of 2.5% steps may help to 784

                                                          
21 A 2016 NREL Assessment provides another point of reference for solar potential in Utah: The 
annual generation potential for small buildings is about 25%, Technical Report NREL/TP-6A20-
65298, Table 3, January 2016.
22 See testimony of Vote Solar witness Dr. David DeRamus, Figure 1, page 8.
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minimize fire sale activity in the market. These options are depicted in Figure 4 and 785

Figure 5 below:786

Figure 4: Illustrative Net Energy Compensation Rate Framework – 2.5% Steps787

788

Figure 5: Illustrative Net Energy Compensation Rate Framework – 5% Steps789
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Q. How frequently would you adjust the TARR?791

A. The TARR would be updated annually by RMP via a brief filing with the Commission on 792

May 1 based upon the prior year’s residential revenue and sales. Data from the FERC 793

Form 1 may be used for simplicity and transparency. Upon approval by the Commission, 794

the compensation rates would be adjusted.795

Q. Would a transitional customer’s compensation rate change over time, as penetration 796

thresholds are reached?797

A. No. Rooftop solar customers would retain the same percentage of TARR as their excess 798

energy compensation rate. 799

Q. Do you have any other proposals for the transitional period?800

A. Yes. During the transition period, I propose that RMP implement a pilot program to 801

evaluate the effects of a TOU rate structure for residential solar and non-solar customers 802

alike. There are similar pilot programs going on around the country, notably in Colorado, 803

from which RMP can learn.804

Q. Please describe the structure of the rates for future residential rooftop solar 805

customers.806

A. The Company has clearly expressed the desire in its filing to change the current rate 807

structure based upon the effects of reduced consumption. In a nutshell, RMP complains 808

that reduced consumption does not necessarily result in reduced utility costs. Much of the 809

rationale the Company uses to justify its proposed three part rate including demand 810

charges is an effort to reconcile this disconnect between sales and costs. And as pointed 811
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out during my evaluation of demand charges herein, rate structures that tie utility costs to 812

time periods achieves the objectives of RMP without the potentially draconian impacts on 813

rooftop solar (or any other) customers.814

Therefore, I propose a TOU pricing model for future customers. TOU rates, if designed 815

properly, will reduce utility costs as customers consume less during the higher cost on-816

peak periods. I recommend TOU rates become effective at the beginning of 2025 for 817

future solar customers as well as for non-solar customers. TOU rates provide actionable 818

price signals from which all customers can benefit.819

While it is too early to provide much specificity to the details of a TOU rate proposal, I 820

recommend the use of tiered energy rates within the temporal blocks of a TOU structure 821

commensurate with the tiered rate that exist currently. This will provide protection for 822

vulnerable customers, e.g. low-income and those on a fixed income, that may not be able 823

to modify their consumption patterns.824

Q: Does this conclude your testimony?825

A: Yes.826


